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Darius:  Hello and welcome everyone. This is Darius Barazandeh. You’re tuning in to the 
You Wealth Revolution. I am incredibly excited, as I shared earlier during the 
intention session, excited but also grounded in this space of just complete knowing 
that what we’re going to do here today, what we ask everyone to do is you submitted 
and you shared and you wanted to be a part of this call, is to really help you 
understand on this session what you really are, what you’re maybe here to do, how 
intricate everything that’s happened in your life is and how important it is to your 
ultimate expansion. You know, I see everybody as this beautiful flower that we know 
today… we know the energy of today’s call - I was just talking to Joanne about this - 
is not about desperation, it’s not about ‘well, fix me and let’s figure it out’. It’s about 
really knowing your truth, your true power, your god code, what you were put here to 
do.  

 It’s like so many of us are trying to fit that… if you ever feel like you’re this square 
peg trying to fit into this round hole, and you keep forcing and forcing yourself and 
forcing your life, and forcing relationship, and forcing your money, forcing your 
career, and forcing your physical fitness, your physicality, your sexuality, whatever it 
is and you don’t understand why. 

 Some people seem to have lives that flow and even if things don’t go well those 
people understand and they move forward. It’s like they have this divine flow with 
something bigger than themselves. And if you’ve wondered about that, then you’re 
like me. You know, I’ve always been on this quest to really understand who I am and 
what is my magic story; what is the magic story I’m here to do; the divine story I’m 
here to give to the world. And it’s the most beautiful story in the world. It’s the most 
unique story in the world. It’s the story of you. It’s your god code. 

 Now, we’re going to talk about that. Many of you are going to get some incredible 
readings from Joanne Justis, because we’ve generated just a huge number of 
reports. So I’m going to be reading some names. So what we’re doing today is huge. 

 Now, I’m going to get started. I want to let everyone know, please share this with 
friends and family. There are people right now that because they don’t understand 
what they’re about or how their life can have an order, how their life can have a 
bigger magical blooming like a beautiful flower, they may go out and they may hurt 
themselves. They may hurt others. They may feel like there’s no hope and they may 
do something drastic.  

 I want everyone who needs to hear this message to hear it. So please go to 
www.youwealthrevolution.com/now. Share on Facebook this message. Share it with 
the world. Let them know: ‘Hey, I’m going to be on this call. Come check this out.’  

 What is your god code? That’s the question for today. Submit that on Facebook, 
please. What is your god code? Come find out today. That’s what we’re going to 
send out to the world. That’s what we’re sending out on Facebook at 
www.youwealthrevolution.com/now.  What is your god code? Find out – question 
mark. 

 Okay, what is your god code? How can you transform where do you are now to what 
you ultimately desire deep in your heart from this god code? How can you 

http://www.youwealthrevolution.com/now
http://www.youwealthrevolution.com/now
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understand your god code and manifest from a place of power?  

 When you come from a place of knowing that you are valid, knowing you are your 
truth, you no longer let things bother, you no longer come from this place of worry 
and oscillation and fear and doubt. You’re going to discover the shocking truth about 
the secrets of your name and your birthdate that are exactly important for you. No 
else has that exact combination. And if anything I want you to know how special you 
are. 

 Now, we’re going to be doing some readings from listeners. I’ve got three pages of 
names here and what I’m going to do is I’m going to start with the first group. So if 
you’re in the first group, that’s great. I want you to raise your hand. If you’re not in 
this first group then don’t worry; I’ve got two other groups that I’m going to be 
reading as we go through the session. So know that.  

 And what I’m going to do, I’m going to lower all hands because I’m going to be 
reading from this group. So the first person I’ve got is Jacqueline Marie Corner. I’ve 
got Donna Jo Mull – M-U-L-L. I’ve Paula Camille S-C-H-A-L-E-S. I’ve got Kristin 
Michelle Pince. I’ve got Karen Cleo Marshall. I’ve got Raquel Aguilar. I’ve got 
Catherine Lorraine Monty and I’ve got Patricia Gale Turner.  

 If any of those are you, hit the *2 to raise your hand and if you have submitted a 
report, if you have submitted something in, then we will be calling you. So just know 
that. And if we need any more… I may be reading a few more out as we go forward. 

 So I want to introduce Joanne Justis. I want to get started. I’m very excited. Joanne 
Justis is going to share with us the science of you, the personal assessment to 
unlocking your full potential. I’ve actually got a report here that she did for me and I 
am astounded. I’m going to be talking about some different pieces of this, but it is 
exactly my story. It is exactly me. It is exactly... If I go back in my life and I wonder 
about the times that my life didn’t work, it’s because I wasn’t coming to truth with 
some of the things in this report. The times where my life flows magically I actually 
was in flow with this report.  

 And this is what I want everyone to get. So we’re going to be unveiling what this is, 
how you understand it, and how you can apply it no matter what you do.  

 Joanne Justis was born into a metaphysical family. She’s been a spiritual, intuitive 
all of her life and she trained under her mom, who is a Chaldean master 
numerologist who originally founded Numbers Are You. Together they’ve provided 
charts and readings since 1984, and Joanne Justis created and designed the first 
comprehensive and responsive Chaldean numerology website and also a computer 
software program that is unique.  

 It is a web-based application that utilizes leading edge technology and has the ability 
to calculate - to calculate - everything about you that you need to know to move your 
life to the next level. In essence, over a thousand years of readings this computer 
can do. It’s incredible, this program. And this program also enables Joanne Justis to 
provide her clients with perfectly - I said perfectly - accurate numerology charts that 
specialize in understanding our complete character, not just from the standpoint of 
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our physicality but our spirituality, our energetics, our personality, our emotionality. I 
really know if that’s the word, but our emotions and how all of that interacts with the 
world and where we are, where we fit most – this is the key for me – where we fit 
most on the energetic grid that this is third dimensional planet. 

 Now, what I want you to think about is when you’re looking at things like your life 
experiences, you’re looking at your future, you’re looking at who you love, your 
compatibility relationships, your family, whether you’re single, whether you’re a 
couple, whether you are looking for a business partner or not, or who you may want 
to work with, whether you’re going to have a baby and you’re wondering about the 
name, whether you’re wondering about naming a business venture, starting a 
company, naming a product, moving into a certain product... These are all things 
that energetically there are certain choices that if we make our life tends to move a 
lot faster a lot, quicker, a lot easier then if we make the wrong choices. 

 Now, the challenges in life are that movement between where we’re in flow and 
where we’re not. This is a tool designed to help keep you there and learn the 
lessons.  

 So I’m going to get started. We’ve got a lot to do. I’m sorry for the long introduction. 
I’m very excited. Joanne, welcome to - welcome back to - the You Wealth 
Revolution. I’m excited. The energy is just phenomenal. 

Joanne: Oh, great. I’m excited too. 

Darius: Okay, let me do this. I want to get started. We’ve got a bunch of people with their 
hands raised, which is wonderful. What I want to ask is: is there such a thing as a 
blueprint or a god code? 

Joanne: Absolutely. We’re all born with one. Your name and birthdate inked onto your birth 
certificate is Program A, and when you changed the name then you go to Program 
B, C and D and so on. And so it’s very important to know what you came in to do, 
because that blueprint is about the vibrational patterns of the energy combining the 
name and the birthdate. It’s very important that you know where you started from. 

Darius: Now, when you talk about this… I mean, does this in essence in some way like 
control our destiny or does it allow us to achieve our destiny with more grace and 
ease, or be happier in that achievement of it? I mean, what’s the significance? Tell 
me more. 

Joanne: Okay. Well, first of all knowledge is power. So if you’re aware of something and you 
do your homework, you’re going to have a better understanding. And the god code 
is split between two components: one is what the name reveals and one is what the 
birthdate reveals. And the birthdate obviously is permanent - you can’t change it - 
and the name can change, especially if you change the name.  

 But here’s the deal. We all come in with broken parts. That’s just the… Getting down 
to the bottom line. We all do it from childhood and from past life times. We come in 
for the sole purpose of what I call divine grooming, to become a better individual, to 
support other people, to doing a lot of things. However, we get tripped up in 
childhood and then we bring that into adulthood and we have to discover what’s 
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broken, what isn’t. You know, it’s no different than taking your car in for a tune-up. 
You know, if something’s rattling, you take it in; you can’t find it and you take it back 
in. Eventually you find it.  

 It’s a process of knowing where to go and who is the skilled practitioner who’s going 
to help you get to where you want to go. We are very complicated as human beings 
and a lot of times most people come in with avoidance of confrontation; they can’t 
speak up. So even though you see the god code of what they came in to do, there 
are barriers which prohibit them from doing the things they’re supposed to do. And 
until they resolved those barriers they’re stuck or they’re making bad choices were 
they… A lot of times people, what they do is, because they can’t fix self, they go 
looking for a relationship partners or something to fix self. Wherever you go you take 
self with you. You can’t park self for 30 minutes and say: ‘I’m going to come back 
and get you.’  

 So if you work on self first and removing the obstacles that are identified in the god 
code, then you have a better chance of having a better life and more successful. 

Darius: I’m looking at my chart now and there are some things about me that talk about 
romance and really lead me to… I look at my life, I look at the choices I’ve made 
even romantically and I can see exactly why certain things didn’t work out, exactly 
why many times I would not feel loved until I found my current spouse, many times 
why things just would collapse like dust in my hands, and I couldn’t figure it out why. 
And I’m looking at this going: ‘Oh my gosh. This is exactly why.’  

 I have this thing called a soul’s heart desire number one, and it’s like whoa, that just 
explained like 25 years of my life. But if I didn’t know what that number one was, it’s 
like well, it’s meaningless to me. You know, I’ve got just lost around trying to figure it 
out.  

 So does everybody have like…? Okay, let’s say like that soul’s heart desire. Does 
everybody have a particular number or are there are some people that just they 
aren’t in this system at all? 

Joanne: No, we all are wired uniquely to your name and your birthdate. That’s your blueprint. 
So, you know, you might compare somebody else’s report or like a family member’s 
report to you and say: ‘Oh, I got a 1 or I got 2,’ or whatever it might be. That’s how 
you’re wired emotionally and through the development areas. And everybody is 
different. But the number… If you have a 1, for example your wife had a 1, you 
know, you’re both wanting to be leaders. 

 Now, if one comes in unable to express themselves and one is more dominant than 
the other person, then that person become submissive. So there’s all kinds of 
reasons why you live up to full potential or you don’t. This is your full potential. If you 
don’t live up to it that means you haven’t quite achieved what you need to do. And 
it’s really important… Like, you know, if you’re going to take a trip and you’re going 
to be driving, don’t you get a roadmap? Don’t you plan out where you’re going to go, 
where you’re going to stay? 

Darius: Right. 
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Joanne: So you get there on time and you plan your budget and all that stuff. Without a 
roadmap, without crystal ball, so to speak, how are you going to know if you’re going 
to get to where you want to go?  

 This is really important to know what your roadmap is, your god code. This is a 
spiritual master plan. It’s called foundational blueprint. It’s an owner’s manual. There 
are a lot of names for this. It’s the same thing as when you buy a product you get an 
instruction guide or an owner’s manual – the care and the operation of that product. 
Why would we be any different? 

Darius: Well, I mean there’s a part of me too… I get that and I’m looking at this and I’m 
looking at my own and I'm thinking: ‘Okay, this is exactly me,’ as I’m reading it. Then 
there’s a part of me that says: ‘Wait a minute, wait a minute, wait a minute. I’ve got 
freewill. I can decide what my life’s going to be. I can decide what I’m going to do 
and what I’m going to do.’  

 How is this like really align with like karma, our own freewill, our own decision 
making, our own divine destiny to choose how we live our life and how we go about 
it? I mean, there’s a few things that in my heart I felt like: ‘Wait a minute, you know, 
don’t I have choice here?’ 

Joanne: You do and that’s a great question. We all have freewill and choice. So if you see 
your alignment or your multidimensional karmic alignment through your god code, all 
the components and characteristics and how they work together or they don’t, and 
then all of a sudden you make a bad choice with a partner that takes you south 
instead of north and all things start to crumble because you can’t speak up, you 
can’t express yourself, there’s all kinds of things going on, that would pose a 
problem. So you have made a choice.  

 Like I just did a reading for a woman yesterday and she has all the CEO numbers 
and I said: ‘Whoa. You were a stay-at-home mom for 10 years? How did you do 
that?’ She said: ‘Joanne, it was really, really tough.’ Because the pull and the desire 
was to be a professional making money and ambitious, but she made a decision to 
be a stay-at-home mom because she thought that was more important for her 
children. But she said she took classes online, she kept herself busy. She said it 
was really a pull between what she knew she had to do and wanted to do but yet 
she put her family first. So it’s always about freewill and choice. 

Darius: Yeah, I get that. I get that. Let’s talk a little bit about some of the… How did 
Chaldean numerology come about? What is it exactly as we go deeper into it. How 
did it come about? How old is it? At least let’s start there. 

Joanne: Okay. It’s an ancient science of numbers. It was back in the Babylonian days. The 
Chaldeas were pre-scientists. They have nothing to do with religion. These are very 
magical people that were into astrology and the Chaldeas introduced mathematics 
to the world, so I think they know what they were doing and that was well over 
10,000 years ago. 

 So let’s be clear that I didn’t make this up. This was handed down to us through 
people who knew what to do with it and most of the people are afraid of it. Even the 
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churches are afraid of it, because they think it’s too magical and it might shake up 
the congregation here if we introduced this, even though it’s a powerful tool. What it 
does is it deciphers codes, it extracts information. So that’s exactly what it does. 

 We take your name and your birthdate and we extract the code behind it. There is a 
secret code behind each name and birthdate when you’re born. People don’t know 
about this because this isn’t part of our upbringing.  

 So it’s very, very old. It happens to be a derivative of the Hebrew alphabet, which is 
spot on, dead on. So people ask me about this and it’s like: ‘No, this is brilliant.’ And 
you can trace it back to when history began in 4,004 BCE whereas the other 
systems you cannot. 

Darius: Wow. 

Joanne: And in order to decode an ancient mathematical formula, which it was brilliant, you 
have to go back in time in order to be able to do this. So what I’ve done is I’ve use 
the ancient science, I’ve used modern technology, I’ve used mathematical equations 
and I put it all together. I have a phenomenal… I actually have two computer 
programs that do all the crunching for me and next thing you know you put the 
information in and out it comes. I’ve had this program for over 10 years. I’ve QA-ed it 
myself every time there’s a change. I generate all of the charts to make sure we’re 
all in sync. I don’t want to mess with anyone’s numbers. I want to make sure that 
when you get a product from me it is so accurate you don’t even have to think twice 
about it. 

Darius: We’ve got a question from Francine. She’s asking: ‘Can this tell me why my life 
seems to be so hard and challenging?’ Like is there a path like for Francine or 
anyone else here that seem like they’re bumping up against all these roadblocks all 
the time, that this can give me that would put me back into flow? 

Joanne: I would say yes and no, and the respect is referencing the fact that it’s all about 
freewill and choice... 

Darius: Right. 

Joanne: And it’s going to get you the idea... The thing I love about this blueprint or this god 
code is it has age ranges from childhood to the end of time. But at any point in time 
you pick this up it’s of value because are you today? So where you and where 
you’re going and what does it look like right around the corner? 

 It gives you a roadmap to give you an idea. What it gives you is the top tier numbers. 
Now, there’s a lot of things you’re working on, but when you see the numbers in the 
report that’s the most important thing that you can work on to be more developed 
and to be able to get on with your life. Obviously, if there’s roadblocks it’s usually 
because the person cannot speak up. They avoid confrontation; they’re in a bad 
situation. It’s because of decisions that they make. We go right back to that again. 

Darius: And they’re not following some of what’s going on here. I mean, they’re at some 
level disregarding this true essence. I mean, I’m looking at mine and it’s like I can 
see it… It says I’m a leader, I’m self-reliant, I’m independent. I must live life 
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according to what I believe. And I’m thinking like every time I tried to do something 
because somebody told me: ‘Well, you need to do it this way. This is what you need 
to do.’ it’s crumbled and I've been miserable. And I always felt guilty, Joanne, like: 
‘Oh my gosh. No, I’ve got to make other people happy.’ Because I want to make 
people happy. That’s one of my things I’m really keyed in on. But I’ve got this 
internal compass that like if I don’t follow that, oh boy, you know, I’m going to 
crumble. And I think there’s probably a lot of people that have that number that 
maybe going: ‘Yeah, that’s me too.’ 

Joanne: Yeah. 

Darius: But that’s an example I’m just seeing in the report right now. 

Joanne: Well, a lot of people have the lover/caretaker numbers and the mankind numbers, 
and the problem with that is you’re so preoccupied with making nice-nice for 
everyone you take on their assignment, their drama and their journey, and now 
you’ve got the gorilla on your back, instead of… You know, we all come in for 
lessons and if you start taking the lessons away from everyone… You know, it’s one 
thing to give a handout and help people, but if you’re doing it to the same person 
every month the same thing and they’re not making improvements, it’s likely they’re 
not going to do it. So you enable them to fail.  

 See, there are a mix. There are nine numbers in here and they’re all different. Some 
are more aggressive, some of them are not aggressive, some of them are sensual, 
some of them are the caretaker, and when you have the caretaker numbers in there 
and based on how they’re positioned, you are still preoccupied with everyone else 
that you forget about self and what your needs are. 

Darius: Yeah. Yeah. We’re going to be getting to the individual charts and one of the things I 
want to do as we begin going through these, I want to kind of call out where 
everyone can learn from what we’re pulling out. I’m going to share another thing in 
mine that’s very personal that I felt was really powerful. I oscillate in my life between 
these periods were I get very excited and sort of like very strong and sort of self-
restraint where I’m going to be reserved, but then I find me in this place where I’m so 
desperately wanting love and compassion and it’s like I have to remember to break 
down that self-restraint and be as open as possible and then I get that love, but I find 
myself like whenever I’m not getting the love it's because I’ve gone too far on the 
self-restraint and the strength side. And I see it right here. 

Joanne: Yeah. 

Darius: I mean, it’s exactly what it’s telling me. This just happened with my wife the other 
day. I’m like, you know, why aren’t we more affectionate sometimes?’ And she’s like: 
‘Well, because you seem so busy and you’re always...’ And it’s like: ‘Oh my god, 
you’re right. Why am I doing that? Why don’t I be what I want instead of having 
someone like kind of break me down?’ And it’s like there it is!  

 So this is the kind of stuff that I think is so powerful. Joanne, you know, anything that 
that brings up for you or things you’ve seen with other clients and people? 
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Joanne: Well, it does. It does. I think the whole key here is about communications. Most 
couples can’t talk to each other or they’re afraid of hurting feelings or saying what 
they like and what they don’t like. So, you know, they’re kind of like on eggshells. 
They tippy-toe around things until finally there’s a burst and there it is.  

 Now, if your wife have come to you earlier and said: ‘You know, honey, I would like 
to do things a little bit different or whatever, but I see that you’re busy. I don’t want to 
bother you,’ and communicated that, then you would have picked up right away and 
said: ‘Oh, no, no, no. Let’s work something out.’ But without knowing what she’s 
thinking and without knowing what you’re thinking how can you fix it? 

Darius: Right. Exactly. 

Joanne: You’re assuming that each other understands what the signals are and most men 
don’t get the signals. You know, nothing personal here, but that’s what I get from 
most of my clients that call in that are having issues with their husband is: ‘He’s just 
not sensitive. He just doesn’t get it. He’s just not there for me.’ And so they turn off, 
check out. 

Darius: Right. Right. I want to do this. I want to get to these callers too. And gosh, this is 
incredibly exciting. So let’s do this. We’ve got a few callers here I just named. So the 
first group. Now, if you’re not in this group then what are we going to do? We’ve got 
another group and we’ve got another group. So very likely that many of you are 
going to be in one of these groups.  

 So the first person we’ve got a chart for is Jacqueline Marie Corner and she is in 
Arizona. I’m just going to say that. Let me unmute her. I think we’ve got her on here. 
Jacqueline, is this you? Are you there? 

Jacqueline: Yes, I am. Hello. 

Joanne: Hi, Jacqueline. How are you? 

Darius: Hello. 

Jacqueline: I’m well. Thank you, and yourself? 

Joanne: Great. I’m going to say some things that I see in your blueprint or your god code and 
I would like you just to throw back if it’s correct or not. The first question I have is… It 
looks like you have a name change, a drastic name change? 

Jacqueline: Yes. 

Joanne: And was there a reason for that? 

Jacqueline: On my first name or my last name? 

Joanne: Your legal name? 

Jacqueline: My first name Jacqueline is a mouthful, so it was shortened to Jax – J-A-X. 

Joanne: Okay, okay. 
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Jacqueline: And then I was remarried, so my last name is now different. 

Joanne: Okay. So are you using Jax as your legal name? In other words on your driver’s 
license and Social Security? Or is that just a name that you’re using? 

Jacqueline: It’s just a name that I’m using, but I do use it in my business. 

Joanne: Okay. Okay. Very important to know where we start. We have to start with your birth 
name. So looking at your god code, you came in very aggressive. You came in very 
ambitious to make money, because money is freedom. Have you been successful? 

Jacqueline: Yes and no. 

Joanne: Okay. And what do you do for living? 

Jacqueline: Right now I’m a holistic practitioner. I teach Christ-centered yoga and I also do Reiki. 

Joanne: Okay. Really good. When you changed your name, when you’re using your 
shortened name or your married name, it gave you a whole lot of power and energy. 
You came in to be an educator. You came in to be a leader. You came in to make a 
boatload of money. You came in to serve mankind without going too far over. And, 
more importantly, you’re probably going to need a lot of downtime, alone time, like a 
hermit or a loner, because you have to absorb a lot of data.  

 So your job is to go out, get the data, process the data, analyze the data, and then 
disseminate the information. Does that sound like you? 

Jacqueline: Yes. 

Joanne: Okay. Do you need a lot of downtime? 

Jacqueline: Yes, I do. 

Joanne: Okay. You actually came in from birth to have a great life, to be very successful, and 
not to work hard. That doesn’t mean you haven’t work hard, because you brought a 
worker number in, which causes the problem for you between wanting to do 
something and the fear of doing something. Would that be correct or not? 

Jacqueline: That’s very correct. 

Joanne: Okay. So what you’re doing is… The combination of your purpose is - and this is 
what you aspire to be and this can change over time. You came in to take a 
leadership. You came in to stand on your own two feet, to implement your own 
ideas. The 3 wants to play and have fun, and your communications skills in 4 say: 
‘Oh, no, no, no, no. We’ve got to have it just this way, my way or the highway,’ – 
which you can be blunt, dominant and controlling if you allow that to take over the 
combination of the 1, the 3 and the 4.  

 So if you have a lot of fears going on, that would trap you. If you put a 4 on a piece 
of paper and put a line across, it’s a box. That’s the box that stops everyone. 

 So it’s very, very important, because you have a lot of creativity in your first chart, to 
express yourself through verbal and written communication skills. Have you written 
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any books? 

Jacqueline: Not published. 

Joanne: You should publish them. That makes you an expert and that allows you to do more 
seminars and to piggyback off of other people. But if you’re doing healing and that 
kind of stuff and you’re in specific modalities or you have niche markets, it’s 
important to make yourself an expert on that.  

 Now, I will say that where you are in life, you’re 11 and 2 are your fourth and last 
pinnacle, which is to be in the limelight, to motivate and inspire people. This highly 
charged nervous energy. Do you like to be in the limelight amongst people, not on 
one-on-one but amongst people? 

Jacqueline: Yes. 

Joanne: You do? 

Jacqueline: Yes I do. 

Joanne: Do you avoid confrontation? 

Jacqueline: Oh yeah, I definitely avoid confrontation. 

Joanne: Okay. 

Jacqueline: I don’t like it. 

Joanne: If you avoid confrontation your number’s extremely high. It’s 4 points and 1 is 
normal. It means you would avoid confrontation; therefore, all these beautiful 
numbers you have that are aggressive would start to deactivate, because you can’t 
speak your truth and therefore you choke when you say things. Does that make 
sense? 

Jacqueline: Yes. 

Joanne: Okay. The lesson you came in in this lifetime… the big lesson is about money – how 
to make it, how to manage it and how to respect it before you lose it when you 
spend it in a wrong ways.  

 So that’s just a short synopsis of here. There’s a lot more to it, but I just want to kind 
of give you the gist. But I will tell you that this personal year from June, your 
birthday, of 2013 to June of 2014, you’re in the most successful, powerful vibration 
on the planet. You came in to take the leadership role. You came in to make money 
and you came in to serve mankind.  

 Also you’re in a 9 endings and completion. Get rid of everything in your life that 
doesn’t work. It could be relationships. It could be thoughts. It could be stuff. Get rid 
of it. Clean. Because this is very, very powerful. But this is the year where money’s 
going to exchange. You're going to go forward and have to get rid of, because next 
year, your next birthday, you’re going to start a whole new nine-year cycle starting 
with 1, like implementing anything that’s been on a backburner. So this is your 
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opportunity to spring clean so that you are prepared to take the reins when you have 
the energy for the next year. 

Jacqueline: Awesome. It’s so funny because I’ve just been like cleaning out everything, like 
going through rooms and boxes and papers and… 

Joanne: Absolutely. 

Jacqueline: Do I need this? No I don’t. 

Darius: Okay. 

Joanne: That’s your job. This is what you’re doing this year. 

Darius: Okay. Wow. Wow. I love this. What I love about it is it actually like for her now she 
knows, okay, I’ve got to be able to balance the confrontation and jut being out there 
with speaking my truth. And that’s like one of those tipping points in our life where if 
we don’t understand the interplay and how to do that, that’s I think one of the blocks 
that, for her, once now that she knows that and consciously can do that, she can just 
propel forward faster than ever possible. And it sounds like she must do that now 
because now is the time. It’s a very special time. She has to do it right now. 

Joanne: You have to do it. 

Darius: That’s the kind of stuff… Okay.  

Joanne: She has to do it if she wants to be a leader, because to be a leader you’re dealing 
with people of all colors, all walks of life, all backgrounds, and if you cannot express 
yourself and you’re choking on your words, you cannot be 100%. And that’s where 
she is the rest of her life, to motivate and inspire, but she’s got the 2. It’s like driving 
a Ferrari and put on the brake on. You can’t get out of the driveway because the 2 
says: ‘Hey. I don’t want to be noticed.’  

 So I suggest you take a toastmaster’s class in public speaking or do something to 
get you… or put you outside of your box and your fears, to develop that skill, 
because once you do you are going to be dynamite. And you came in to make lots 
of money, but until you fix that one that’s going to be a little bit more difficult. 

Darius: Okay. Wow. Okay, we’ve got Paula Schales. She’s in Los Altos. My dear friend 
Paula. We love Paula. She’s always here and it’s going to be wonderful to talk with 
her. Joanne, you have her chart, correct? 

Joanne: I do. 

Paula: Hello? 

Darius: Hello, Paula. How are you? 

Paula: I’m fine. Thank you so much for picking me. 

Darius: Of course. Well, you were on the list… 
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Paula: I’m sorry. This is so neat. I never call in, so it’s very different. 

Joanne: Well, great. Paula, what do you do for a living? 

Paula: Well, actually I do web development but I’m also learning, you know, like a healing… 
the quick pulse… you know Jo Dunning’s quick pulse technique. So I would like to 
be a practitioner of that. 

Joanne: Okay. So what I have to say is your destiny, which is your intellect, is with the 
birthdate revealed. So there's certain components that are fixed for life. You come in 
with it, you go out with it. You came in to serve people in general. You’ve always got 
to be around people first of all. You came in with a lot of fun, impulsive energy, 
which can get you in trouble, can spin you out of control if you’re more impulsive 
than being more grounded, because the 3 is very, very creative. So what’s you’re 
doing is right on. You’re a freedom-lover, so you can’t be caged, you can’t be in any 
kind of box. Your purpose… You came in to be ambitious and to make money, 
because money is your freedom and freedom is what’s really, really important to 
you. And your life goal you brought in from midlife on. I’d say between 45 and 50. 
You came in to be very, very successful, so you should be making money. If you’re 
not making money and are not as successful as you should be, take a look at what’s 
going on that’s preventing you from doing that. It’s your decisions and freewill and 
choices.  

 It might be that you’re taking care of someone and therefore you can’t do the things 
you want to do. It’s always about choices, but more importantly you came in to get 
over your sensitivity as well. This is your chronic lesson. You have two of them to 
get over your sensitivity not to avoid confrontations, so you can express yourself. 
And also you came in to become more spiritual and to educate your knowledge. You 
can do that through art. You can do that through communications. There’s lots of 
ways to do this. 

 Now, from 45 on your fourth and last pinnacle is you came to a STOP sign; you’re 
out of gas. It’s like: ‘Who am I? What do I want? Where am I going? What’s 
working? What isn’t working? Do I want a relationship? Do I want one? What’s going 
on here?’ So this is going inward trying to figure you out. Total, total reevaluation. 
Have you experienced it? Now, I know you’re older than 45, but that’s where it 
started. 

Paula: Absolutely. 

Darius: How does this sound? 

Joanne: Is that right? 

Darius: Wow. 

Paula: Absolutely. 

Joanne: So now your job is from age 54 on, the emotional cycle… We have two cycles: the 
emotional and physical. This is the development area. We come in with broken 
parts. If you don’t fix what’s here, it’s going to be harder to take advantage of the 
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opportunities.  

 You came in as a master builder. This is not a little builder. This is big, big, big. This 
is like starting an organization or doing things for people on a whole. Not necessarily 
on one-on-one, but you can do one-on-one. But you’re more concerned about 
people and what you can do to help them. The 2s say you want a partner. Do you 
have a partner? 

Paula: I don’t. 

Joanne: Do you want one? 

Darius: And this is like a romantic partner... 

Paula: I would. 

Darius: Or business partner, Joanne? 

Joanne: Either. Actually she works best… 

Darius: Either. 

Joanne: You would work best, Paula, in a business arrangement, in other words a limited 
partnership where both of you have different skills; you both work together so there’s 
no fear of a block. Unless you have lots of money behind you. Lots of times when 
you haven’t… You see, your only two aggressive numbers would be your purpose, 
which is an 8 and your life goal which is in 8. That’s the money number. But it’s cold, 
it’s impersonal, because it’s all it does is like an engine that keeps making money 
and is ambitious, because that gives you your freedom to fly, to come and go to 
whatever. 

 You have very sensual numbers. It’s unusual for you not to have a partner, but 
there’s reasons why you choose to have one or not. But more importantly, I think 
you’re going to some kind of business… expanding your business, because the 22/4 
is all about you rebuilding your life, both on the personal level and a business level, 
and that’s where you are. 

Paula: It’s exactly it, because right now I’m at a crossroads. Anything can change - where I 
live, who I’m with, what I do. 

Joanne: Okay. 

Paula: Because right now I’m like kind of doing nothing. You know, I’m like... 

Darius: Yeah. 

Paula: I’m at the transition. 

Joanne: Yeah. What’s happening is you’re going around in circles, because- 

Paula: Yes. 
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Joanne: You know, it can cause depression if you’re frustrated and you don’t have the 
roadmap in front of you. You don’t know if you’re coming or going. Of course too, 
when you choose a partner, your partner might live somewhere else, have a 
business. You know, all kinds of things can happen when you choose the partner. 
It’s always again freewill and choice. But the main thing is you can be depressed 
easily because the last pinnacle is a 7. That’s going inward. That’s being in your own 
element. That’s being by yourself. If somebody calls up and says: ‘Hey, let’s do 
lunch.’ You might say: ‘Oh, I’ve got to apply my makeup and I’ve got to get dressed. 
No, I’ll pass today.’ 

 Be very careful that you don’t stay trapped in your environment, because you have 
these beautiful, magnificent butterfly numbers that want to come here, go there and 
they’re very impulsive. So you’ve got to be grounded, because you don’t want to get 
frustrated… Because when we’re frustrated we all need a buzz. Does that mean you 
go out and buy a yacht? Does that mean you go out and eat a lot of candy or 
whatever you’re going to do? 

 We all need something that gets us out of that rip, that rat race. So you've got to 
figure out what that is. But because you have a lot of impulsive energy and you need 
your freedom, be very careful. 

Darius: Okay. This is a very powerful stuff for Paula. I want to keep moving on. I’m going to 
read out a few more names and we’re going to keep going. We’ve got Patricia Gale 
Turner. We’ve got David Neans. We’ve got Cherilyn Murray. We’ve got Edna Sousa. 
We’ve got Erika Yvette Prentice, Kim Jane Brookshire. You can *2 to raise your 
hand. We’ve got Raffelia Teresa Cooper. We’ve got Lisa Ann Vasi. We’ve got Karen 
Cleo Marshall and I think Karen just raised her hand. I believe this is her. So I’m 
going to jump to Karen and she looks like she’s in Kent, Washington.  

 Now, let’s do this, Joanne. If there’s something that Karen needs to know, the thing 
that would make the biggest impact in her life right now, let’s start from there and 
see what Karen has to say about it. Karen, are you there? Is this you? I just 
unmuted you. Yes. 

Karen: Hello? 

Darius: Yeah. Hi, Karen. 

Karen: Hi. 

Darius: You’re on with Joanne. Do you have a major question or something that you just 
really feel like you need to know about you or kind of your chart or where you at and 
what may be propelling forward, keeping you from going forward, keeping you in a 
place where you’re fulfilled or not? Any major things that we can solve for you 
today? 

Karen: Well, it feels like 2013 has been due over a year, where I felt like a lot of work in 
2012, it seems like the same things are coming up and I’m having to take them at a 
different level. 
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Joanne: That would be correct. Actually it looks like there’s been a lot of… you’ve been 
wearing two sticks of dynamite. Very, very emotional; lots of changes; having to give 
up things you don’t want for things that you do want. There’s a conflict between self 
here to go forward you have to give up. And also next year it looks like… Are you 
ending a relationship - it could be business, it could be personal? 

Karen: I’m hoping the end a relationship with where I live. And all my family lives here. I 
would like to move away from them. 

Joanne: Okay. That’s what I’m reading in your chart. So, yes, there’s been a lot of disruption 
for you, and one of the reasons is… I’m just going to tell you what I’m reading. You 
can check if this is correct or not. You’re very sensitive and so you have a hard time 
communicating and speaking up and expressing yourself. Would that be correct? 
And do you avoid confrontation? 

Karen: Yes. 

Joanne: Okay. All of that closes your doors down. When you fixed that one and you can step 
up to the plate and say: ‘Look, babe. This is what I want. This is what I don’t want,’ 
and tell your family that this isn’t working. Instead of you being so sensitive and 
going inward and being very, very emotional and closing your life off to other people 
you need to fix it.  

 This is the most difficult development there is and it goes hand-in-hand with you 
avoid confrontation, you become submissive and you cannot speak up a 100%. That 
will take you out every single time. This is the big one for everyone. And you do; you 
came in with a lot of sensitivity. You came in to educate. What do you do for a 
living? 

Karen: I do energy clearance. 

Joanne: Yeah, you would. You have the 7. Very, very smart. Very, very intelligent. You were 
born like a robot with a lot smarts. So you were above average as what we typically 
think our children would be, and you probably thought that there was something 
dysfunctional or you were… a disease or something going on with you, because you 
came in more intellectual than more compassionate. Would that make sense? 

Karen: I have six air signs. 

Joanne: Okay. Okay. Well, you came in to educate, you came in to serve mankind and you 
came in to make lots of money. But until you can take the leadership role and step 
up to the plate, it’s going to be very difficult. And most importantly, your main 
challenge from birth to death was you came in very, very rigid. That means it’s 
harder for you to make changes. Would that be correct or not? 

Karen: Yes, I believe so. 

Joanne: There you go. So if you can’t make changes and you can’t speak up and express 
yourself and move on, you’re stuck and you’re going to be stuck until you say: ‘I’m 
sick and tired of being sick and tired,’ you surrender and guess what? You move 
mountains. And I want you to know that from 55 on you came in to make lots of 
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money. But you won’t make lots of money unless you clear the deck with what’s 
broken. 

Darius: Wow. 

Karen: Thank you very much. 

Darius: Wow. Does that help? How does that…? I mean, does that give you some 
additional, I guess, perspective and, I guess, now space to move? Because now it’s 
like hey, listen. You know what, Karen. It’s okay. Like you’re meant to do the things 
that you’re called to do and actually this is how you’re going to actualize your 
destiny. 

Karen: Right. 

Joanne: It can actually be confirmation that you’re on track. And it’s really, really important to 
know even if it’s broken and on you’re track, attagirl, keep going. This is the year 
that you would have moved that made really, really big changes, because you’re in 
4, 2, 5 which is risky business. So if you’re going to be investing and stuff, double 
check what you’re doing because it’s risky business. That means you want to go 
forward, you’re stuck, and you want your freedom. So you’ve got to work those three 
together. You have to a team player with this one. 

Darius: Okay. Very powerful. Very powerful. Okay. 

Karen: Okay, thank you very much. 

Darius: That is… 

Joanne: You’re welcome. 

Darius: Yeah, thank you. Wow. Okay. I’m going to keep going. I want to find the next person 
here. So I’m going to go through and… Give me just one second as we do that. 
Sometimes people’s names are a little bit different than they are on the sheet. So 
I’ve got to just look.  

 Let me give everyone… We’ve got Susan Whittaker, Janet Irene Paul, Lisa Ann 
Vasi, Raffaele Teresa Cooper. You can hit *2.  

 Okay, so let’s see here what we’ve got. Give me just one second. Okay. I think 
we’ve got… Yeah, we’ve got somebody calling from a different… We’ve got Kim 
Jane Brookshire, and the reason that I had a little bit of challenge is she’s calling 
from Trustco… from a company. Alright. Kim, are you there? 

Kim: I am. Thank you. 

Darius: I was trying to find your name. I was like: ‘Wait a minute. It sounds like her company 
that she’s calling from somewhere.’  

Kim: Oh, that’s weird. It’s my cellphone. 

Darius: Yeah. 
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Kim: I don’t know. Thanks. 

Darius: Oh, sure. Sure. Do you have anything like… I mean, just like a major decision 
coming up, something like really big that you’ve got to find the answer to and you 
need to kind of understand, okay, why is this here; what’s going on? or anything like 
that? 

Kim: Not really. I guess I’m just kind… 

Darius: Okay. 

Kim: Just in more general thing. 

Joanne: Okay. 

Darius: Good. That’s fine too. 

Kim: But maybe relationship-wise is probably of my biggest question if I had one. 

Joanne: Which one was it? 

Darius: Okay. That’s a big one. 

Kim: Yeah, I guess it is. 

Joanne: I didn’t hear the question. 

Kim: Oh. I said if I did have like a specific question it would just be around relationships. 
I’m just wondering what direction to go and… 

Joanne: Okay. 

Kim: Should I work harder at that? 

Joanne: Well, it’s a choice. First of all, let me say… What do you do for a living? 

Kim: I work in an office. I’m an office administrator. 

Joanne: Okay. Do you take the leadership role? Are you in charge? 

Kim: Let’s see… Sort of, yeah. 

Joanne: Sort of? How’s that? 

Kim: Well, I work in an office. I’m the office manager, so there are some things, some 
areas in which I’m in charge and other areas that I’m not. But I guess most people 
would probably think I am. 

Joanne: Okay. Great. Well, you have kind of like an unbalanced blueprint and that’s because 
you came in to serve mankind – which you’re doing - and on your heart line, which is 
emotionals, what drives you, you want to serve mankind. So you’ve got it twice now. 
So you probably have to tendency to be doing too much for too many people and 
not taking care of yourself. Do you do that? 
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Kim: I’m told I do that, yes. 

Joanne: But do you realize you do that? 

Kim: It doesn’t really feel that way to me because I get a lot of joy out of taking care of 
people. 

Joanne: You came in to be a caretaker. You also you came in to be a leader. But in order to 
be a leader you have to be able to confront and speak up and express yourself. 
Your chart would indicate that your biggest assignment in this lifetime is to get over 
your sensitivity and work on a partnership as well as to be able to express yourself 
and not avoid confrontation. Does that make sense? 

Kim: Yes, it does. 

Joanne: It’s huge in your chart. Now, you came in with two other assignments. You came in 
to be a caretaker to others without being overly a caretaker and then you forget who 
you are and what you need on a personal level, because you can be so busy with 
everyone else and all of a sudden you don’t have a partner, you don’t know what to 
do. The only person who’s going to decide on a partner’s not me, it’s not the 
psychic, it’s going to be you, because you know what you want and you don’t want. 
You know if you’re going to get out and socialize. You have to make the effort. So 
it’s whatever you design it to be. And you came in to learn lessons about money – 
how to make it, how to manage it and how to respect it so that you would keep it. 
Does that make sense? 

Kim: Yes. 

Joanne: Okay. Now, most importantly you just left an age cycle that was from 27 to 54. You 
had to get out of your box, your rut, and rebuild your life whether it’s personal or 
business. But there was transition going on. Did you do that? 

Kim: Major, yeah. In a big way. 

Joanne: Okay. So you’re right on track, which is good. You came in this year, from March of 
this year to March next year… You came in to take the leadership role, but again 
you have to be able to step up to the plate and to be able to ride that vehicle and 
implement your own ideas. 

 Now, there’s something I want to ask you about. This particular year I would say that 
it was either really exceptional for you, like you were really inspired to help other 
people and taking the leadership role. You were either very emotional over 
something or you were very excited over something. 

Kim: Over this past year? 

Joanne: Yes. 

Kim: Yeah, it was an emotional time for me. 
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Joanne: Okay. So next year is also going to be an emotional time probably, based on your 
freewill and choice. If you’ll just blow it off and say: ‘You know what, I didn’t need it 
anyway and I’m going forward,’ that’s one thing, but you have the same combination 
twice. When you get the same combination it’s like it can go either direction. This 
would indicate that you're going in wearing four sticks of dynamite. That’s explosive 
and that can be detrimental to your health if you don’t get your, you know… you 
have everything in control so you don’t spin out of control.  

 You don’t have impulsive energy in your chart other than from 54 on says you came 
in to have a partner, you came in to play, you came in to have your freedom. You 
actually, when I see that number, I see a little boy and a little girl in a sandbox 
wanting to play and have fun. That’s really what you want, but you haven’t gotten 
there yet, because you haven’t made certain choices to spring clean, to go forward. 
Is that correct or not? 

Kim: Well, that’s what I’m wondering. I do feel like I’m at that place in my life or I do want 
that partnership and I do love to play. 

Joanne: Good. 

Kim: I definitely still have that energy, but that’s why I’m not so… How to go forward, 
guess, what choices to make to… 

Joanne: It depends on where you live. It depends on what activities you get involved in. If you 
pursue the things you love to do you’ll meet people, you know, that like the same 
things. It’s an effort to get out to date really. It’s an effort to put yourself out there. No 
one likes the dating game. I have so many clients that say: ‘You know, I go up to 
match.com and all that and just about before I’m going to give up I need someone.’  

 You know, it’s hit or miss. But you have to make the effort. And when you get sick 
and tired of being alone you will make the effort. 

Kim: And I have done that. Last year I went through a breakup. That was the emotional 
part. And I’ve recently met somebody that, you know, we’re still just in the friends 
stage… 

Joanne: Yeah. 

Kim: And I’m not sure if I should put that energy into that. That’s kind of my dilemma. 

Joanne: Well, you have to decide. I mean, you have to decide. Now, if you’re going to put a 
square pig in around hole you can cram and jam and it will fit, but it’s going to be 
cockeyed. So you either want it right or you don’t. You know, a woman can’t be half 
pregnant. She either is or she isn’t. So you have to very clear that when you’re 
saying should I or should I not; do I do this; do I not, and you say: ‘Yeah. Well, but, 
there’s something not quite right.’ Right? So what kind of a fit do you want? Do you 
want the right fit or do you want an imperfect fit? 

Kim: Oh no. Definitely I’m ready for the right fit. 

Joanne: Then you have your answer. 

http://www.match.com/
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Kim: Yeah. 

Joanne: Okay. 

Darius: Wow. 

Kim: Well, thank you very much. 

Darius: Okay. 

Kim: Confirmation is a good thing. 

Darius: It’s very powerful. 

Kim: Yeah, yeah. Very much. Thank you both. 

Joanne: You’re welcome. 

Darius: Thank you. 

Kim: Okay. 

Darius: Wow. Now, we’ve got a bunch more people. Oh my gosh, a bunch of people have 
just raised their hands. My system… kind of bogged down. I want to hear where 
people are at that are listening in the audience. We had one person... Glenda wrote 
in just now from Palm Springs. She says: ‘Oh my gosh, I identify what this reading at 
all levels, including blocking myself in communication to the point that I literally 
choke. Very, very powerful.’ 

 A lot of people are feeling this. Another person - Tonya - said: ‘I felt so much power 
and change from this revolution. Each session has brought me to tears. Thank you 
so much for everything you’re doing.’ 

 What I want to do, Joanne… As people are listening in, obviously there are people 
who are listening who aren’t submitting their names. What can they learn from some 
of these readings? Any general things that we can pull out that can help everybody 
listening in? 

Joanne: I think the big thing is when you really get sick and tired of being sick and tired of 
being sick and tired you can move mountains, but you have to be to that point in 
time to make a change in your life, and you have freewill and choice. Lots of times 
we’re caretakers to people and we make choices for other people that we think we 
need to do this and sometimes, you know, if you’re taking care of an elderly parent 
or whatever, you do that and so you bypass what you want. You know, you have to 
figure out what it is you want in this lifetime; what’s going to feed you. And you need 
to be really honest. It’s like facing the dragon. Are you going to make nice-nice or 
are going to slay the dragon to get out of the way? You have to have the ambition 
and the desire to do this.  

Darius: Yes. 
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Joanne: Desire opens all your doors. Fear closes all of them. So as long as you’re in fear - 
which most people are - you can’t get to the second base. 

Darius: You know, what’s interesting is I was reading mine. I mean, one of the things that I 
think I did for years was I subverted my own knowing because I wanted people to be 
happy around me or I even trusted them more than I trusted myself. And reading my 
chart, for me the big value was that I actually… it corresponded to everything that I’d 
felt in my heart for years.  

 Everyone knows there’s times that you feel really clear, when you feel really like 
you’re in flow, like you really are essentially and totally yourself - like this is me. I 
know those moments. This is Darius. I am totally and fully being Darius and if feels 
good. And I know there’s people here that are feeling that too many times. Like this 
is Lisa. This is Janet Irene. This is Susan Whittaker. You know, you feel like this is 
me. This is Chris. This is John. And when you’re being that and you’re flowing that 
and you’re proud of being that and unabashedly being that and you don’t feel like, 
well, let me subvert that to make this person happy, that’s when your life flows. 

 For some people we’re so used to not feeling like we can be completely us. To see it 
all there and know that this is how God made me to be, this is my god code, that is 
revolutionary. 

Joanne: Right. 

Darius: Yeah. 

Joanne: And the most important thing too is, you know, a lot of people… if you’ve got all the 
lover/caretaker numbers you want to make everything nice-nice. You really want 
acceptance from everyone. So you’re almost asking for permission – Is it okay if I do 
this? And so therefore you can’t be 100%. And what happens is when I’m reading 
the birth chart that is your full potential, and then you change your name and you 
compare the two and you see what you’ve done. You gave up one set of energy for 
anther sets and lots of times the numbers don’t like each other, so there’s internal 
power struggles. You need to know this. You need to understand this so you can… 
Knowledge is power. 

 So if you don’t want to change your name back or do a certain things because of 
what I’m going to read to you, there’s work around… If you understand it then you 
can take the controls back. But right now you’re going to become less useful to 
yourself and you’re going to be more miserable because you’re not where you want 
to be in life. And life is short in the fast lane. Every time we leave the house we 
never know if we’re coming back. 

Darius: Yeah. I agree. Okay. We’ve got David Neans and, David, you’re calling in at a 519 
area code. I see you right here. David, is there any big question that you have or 
something that you kind of really want to the answer to, maybe be about you or 
about something that’s always come up in your life, maybe something that holds you 
back, or just anything you want to know from Joanne? David, are you there? 

David: Yes, I am Darius. Can you hear me okay? 
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Darius: I sure can. Thank you for being here. 

David: Thank you for having us and for Joanne being with us today. 

Joanne: Thank you, David. What do you do for a living? 

David: Actually I’m very happily self-employed over the past year as a writer in the auction 
business and I also basically help people sell and market their cars as well at the 
classic car auctions. 

Joanne: Excellent. That’s perfect you. You actually came in to be the leader. It’s very difficult 
for you to be in a QB somewhere reporting to someone, because you came in with 
the bull numbers, which is a positive combination but you have to understand what 
that means.  

 You came in with a 4, 2, 5, which is a risk-taker. You came in to take the leadership 
role, to implement your ideas. You came in as a builder of structure and foundations, 
so you’re going to go from project to project as a perfectionist probably, and that’s 
very dominant and controlling because if you write a 4 on a piece of water you’ll see 
a box within it and then you’ll see the 5. You’re a freedom-lover and you actually… 
You’re very, very old soul. You’ve lived so many lifetimes. You were given two 
assignments in this lifetime. That was you came in to curve the desire for freedom - 
in other words you need more grounding, more stability so you didn’t spin out of 
control. Do you understand what I’m saying? 

David: Yes, absolutely. 

Joanne: Okay. So that’s the only assignment. If in fact – and this is just telling you on paper - 
if you resolve this in this lifetime then you’ll get a 0, 0, 0, 0 in this particular 
development area, which is checkout time, because your main challenge from birth 
to death… You came in with whatever your agenda would be. Nobody was going to 
tell you what to do. You had to figure it out for yourself. The universe says: ‘You 
know, David, you’ve lived so many lifetimes and you brought in so much knowledge 
in this lifetime. Figure it out yourself.’ You also came in extremely sensitive. And 
men don’t like to be called sensitive. The same thing is avoiding confrontation. Do 
you do that, or have you done that? 

David: Sometimes. Less so now than before. 

Joanne: Good. Okay. So you came in to overcome your sensitivity and to be able to confront 
and not avoid confrontation. You came in to be extremely creative through 
communications skills. You’re also a builder and you definitely have to have your 
freedom. You’ve got actually three 4s in your chart, which can be very rigid and 
stubborn. Are you? My way or the highway? 

David: Sometimes. 

Joanne: Okay. Watch that one. That will kill a relationship both personal and business, 
because you definitely want to be in control.  

 Now, you have three karmic lessons: one is about the sensitivity, the second one 
you came in to become more spiritual, and it looks like in the last… oh, let’s say 
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2011, 12 and 13, you must be going inward into your man cave, because this would 
say that you’re studying, you’re growing, you’re going inward, you’re spring cleaning. 
What’s working? What isn’t working? You’re a STOP sign trying to figure out. Total 
reevaluation of where you’re going and what you want. Are you doing that? 

David: Absolutely. I started listening to Darius – that was a big thing - about two, three 
years ago now. 

Joanne: There you go. It shows. And not only that but it shows that this last year you were so 
successful. This year that you’re going into, pay attention to this one, because it’s a 
good one birthday to birthday. So you’re going in to an 8, 2, 9, which is going 
forward, making money and service to mankind. Also spring cleaning, getting rid of 
relationships, thoughts, money, whatever it is. That’s material rather. Anything that 
isn’t working for you. This is the year you should make a lot of money… you’re going 
into. It’s a very powerful year for you but you’ve got to get rid of everything that 
doesn’t serve you, period. 

Darius: David, was there any question that you had like as you coming into the call, like kind 
of if I just could just know this or figure out or any decision points coming up? 

David: Yes. This is all amazing, just incredible. The one thing that’s really kind of been 
coming up a little bit and it might be in relation to my tendency towards stubbornness 
or my way or the highway kind of behavior, is in terms of family relations. 

Joanne: That’s right. And guess what? From 40 to 49 - and you’re still in this age range - you 
came in to rebuild your relationships. From 49 on you came in to specifically fix the 
personal relationships – this is partner, family and friends. The rest of your life you’re 
going to be in a 6. That means you have to mend all the fences that you tore down 
with being in charge in my way or the highway. That’s very bullish number. It’s 
somebody who generally chews people up and spits them out until you become a 
little bit more mature and more diplomatic. So yes, your job is to start working on 
relationships. 

David: I think that’s totally true, and this window of time I’m in right now was definitely 
something I’ve been going back and mending fences with the people closest to me 
in the past and things like that. So it’s amazing how past relationships kind of come 
to the fore again now later in life. 

Darius: Yeah, yeah. Is there anything else that you had any big questions about or any thing 
that maybe Joanne can pull from the reading that might be helpful? 

David: That would take the next two hours, but I’m really jazzed about what we’ve just 
talked about. 

Darius: Okay. Good. Okay. 

Joanne: You’re going to be doing a lot of spring cleaning in 2014. You’re going to go forward 
but you have to get rid of stuff to go forward - emotional and physical. So you’re 
going to want to really, really be getting rid of the stuff that doesn’t serve you. And it 
could be people as well. You outgrow them because you’re on a different planet 
than they are now. I mean, as far your spirituality. And maybe they think: ‘Oh, are 
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you weird? What are you into?’ And all that kind of stuff. Just redline them and move 
on. 

David: Right on. Right. Got to do it. 

Joanne: Yeah, freewill and choice. 

David: Thanks so much. 

Darius: Thank you, David. Oh, wow. Interesting. You know, it’s like why is it I’m having to 
mend fences now? Why is it that I’m feeling like I need to have more space or I don’t 
want to be around this people anymore? It’s incredible how we have these particular 
patterns that come into play different points in our life that are our development. 

Joanne: Okay. 

Darius: And now you can just embrace that and say: ‘Okay, I’m doing the right thing’ or ‘I’m 
going to do more of that.’  

 I want to take some questions that may be coming up from the audience. I know we 
still have a lot of people with surveys out and things that we need to do. One 
question that came in from somebody is: ‘I’ve got this question and it is: how is that 
these readings can know so much about a person only taking into account their 
birthday and their name?’  

 And this is, I guess, a great question. People still are wondering about how is it that 
everything can be so orderly in the universe that your birthdate and your name…? 
How would your mother know...? Is the person that chooses your birthday actually 
knowing that from some higher energy source that this is the name you need to 
have to have this destiny? Or is the name actually creating your destiny? And I 
guess that’s when we get into name changes and other things, but let’s start talking 
about that, because that’s a big question to have. Is it the chicken or is it the egg 
that comes first? 

Joanne: Yeah, right. Both actually. There are a lot of women that, you know, from little girls 
on they always liked a particular name and they always resonated with a name and 
so therefore they assign their child’s name. Maybe it’s cultural, where I just did a 
family and they had had specific names in the middle and, you know, doing a certain 
way, so we were limited.  

 There are a lot of reasons for this, but this is no different than building a house and 
then two years down the road you decide you want to renovate the house. You go 
back to the original foundational blueprint where all the secrets are, where all the 
data is, before you start tearing the house apart, because what if you get the main 
structure?  

 So the name and birthdate even to your birth certificate became that god code, your 
spiritual master plan. That’s who you are. And the ancients knew this. I mean, they 
were brilliant pre-scientists. This is what they used. They use this mathematical 
formula to decode information for them. This is how they understood their people 
and they predicted their future. This goes way back. We’re talking well over 10,000 
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years ago.  

Darius: But Joanne, my big question, I guess the one I’m so curious about, is: does our 
name and birthdate… Is it actually sending out or is it somehow positioning us on 
sort of third dimensional destiny grid or is it something that we chose knowing that 
all of these factors would come into play, so we chose the people, we chose those 
that would give us that name and come in at that birthdate so that through our soul 
contracts, karmic lessons, through our whole just journey in this lifetime we would 
have those experiences that would be the lessons that our soul needs to have? Or is 
it a combination of both? 

Joanne: You choose your parents. You choose experiences. And the name reveals those 
components that you have to live up to full potential. Most people can’t and they 
don’t, for all the reasons we’ve discussed, and therefore you see what you came in 
to do and you see where you're maybe off track or you’re on track, and then you 
decide, you know, freewill and choice, what you want to fix and what you don’t want 
to fix. And that’s how powerful a name is.  

 We’re talking about energy. The numbers have energy and everything in this world 
is assigned a number. This is a mathematical world that we live in. A lot of people, 
even my mathematical friends, said: ‘Oh, you fell off this slow-moving turtle.’ And I 
said: ‘Well, how do you send men to the moon? How do you do anything? Through 
math. Why would this be any different?’ 

Darius: Wow. Wow. Wow. Okay. I’ve got it. I’ve got it.  

 Okay, we’ve got another question. Well, Paula just wrote in. This is Paula Schales. 
She said her reading was spot on in every respect. ‘Amazing. Thank you, Joanne 
and Darius.’  

 Cathy’s asking what about changing your name? Please, everyone send in your 
questions. What about changing your name for professional reasons? Joanne, could 
you help someone correctly choose a name to help them manifest better or manifest 
their purpose better? 

Joanne: Absolutely. So what happens is we always generate or always want to generate the 
birth chart first. That’s what you were assigned. That’s Program A. That came in with 
birth, okay.  

 So when I work with people who want to change their name, I always say: ‘Give me 
the names that you resonate with and then I’m going to run the blueprint or the god 
code and we’re going to do a comparative analysis.’ You want it to be cohesive. You 
want it to be compatible with the birth name and energies, because if it came in with 
powerful numbers and you’ve chosen a stage name that isn’t powerful and it isn’t in 
alignment with what you came in to do, it’s not going to be a good fit. 

 Now, there’s a difference between using a stage name only and using your legal 
name on legal papers, your mortgage, a driver’s license, you know… 
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Darius: When you say stage name do you just mean like… I meet somebody new and I say 
my name is, you know, Hunter Barazandeh instead of Darius? Or is that like I’m on 
stage… 

Joanne: Yes. Well, it’s… 

Darius: Okay. So it’s actually… 

Joanne: It’s the same thing as a nickname. So what you call yourself or what people call you 
does not matter. What is legal does matter. That is the energy you bond to. Now, 
that doesn’t mean you have to use a middle name when you’re writing checks and 
stuff like that. Your full name on your full papers is the full potential. 

 So it’s very important to make sure that whatever name you choose, whether it’s 
going to be a stage name that, you know, you’ve got your website up there and 
you’re an actress of some sort and your name is out there. Like half or more than a 
huge number of our celebrities don’t use, obviously, their birth name. They’ve 
changed it. And if you see the difference between before and after, there’s a lot of 
differences. There are some enhancements, but most of time if you don’t know what 
you’re doing you go backwards in time and you certainly don’t want to do that, 
because it can really rearrange the ability to go forward in the direction that you 
thought you were going to, because what it sounds like and what it calculates to are 
two different things. 

Darius: Okay. Okay another big question coming up. What if you don’t like your name? Does 
that have an impact – liking it or not liking it? 

Joanne: I have a lot of people that start that way and most of the time I try to convince them 
to keep the name. And after they understand what the name brings them then half of 
them keep it and then there’s reasons to change. And if the reason to change the 
name is because it sounds bad or it’s negative or it’s too difficult - I have a lot of 
Russian names that I can’t even pronounce - then they do a shorter version because 
it just can be in all the way around.  

 So there’s reasons to change it. But there are some numerologists that tell you that 
if you change your name it will bring you a good fortune; you’ll be very successful. It 
takes nine years for a name change to be 100% resonating with you. It takes nine 
years and then that name becomes an overlaying influence on top of your first god 
code. And if the two don’t like each other, man, there’s friction. 

 So you need to know what you’re doing. You’re messing around with something… 
The biggest question, the concern that I have more from anybody else is they ask 
me my… they’ll tell me: ‘What do you think about the name that my guru gave me?’ 
Not one time in 10 years have I ever received a name that a guru has assigned to 
someone that was appropriate to them. It’s either the same energy or completely 
different.  

 So what it sounds like when it calculates to are two different things. You see, each 
letter is assigned a very specific number. So we’re going to crunch, we’re going to 
convert the letters into numbers applying the mathematical formulas. I never know 
either until I generate the report to see what’s in there. 
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 I mean, I can guess and I can feel some of it, but I mean for accuracy. And therefore 
when I run it I know the whole skinny on the individual because there’s a story laid 
out in front of you. Now, what’s working and what isn’t working, and what’s not 
working let’s fix. 

Darius: We’ve got a question from Steph. They’re just flying in, so I want to get questions, 
because this adds a lot of things that people can take away generally that don’t have 
necessarily a chart generated on the list here that we read.  

 ‘Is somebody every assigned to poverty?’ This is from Steph in South Jordan. Great 
question. You've done all these charts. You've done probably – what? - thousands? 

Joanne: About 4500. Yeah, I’ve quite a few. 

Darius: Okay. 4500. Anyone ever just assigned to poverty? 

Joanne: No, but let me just put it this way. They’re really not assigned that way. It’s not 
divvied up this way. However, if you’re born into a poor family and an abusive family 
– and that’s a really bad way to start obviously, because there’s no self-esteem, 
there’s no way out for a lot of people. They go from one bad person to another or 
relationship until finally they get sick and tired or there’s a miracle and then they can 
change and say: ‘You know what? I’ve done that, been there before, I am changing 
my life.’ 

 So it’s up to us, because, remember, we have freewill and choice, right? Now, as a 
child you don’t have a choice when you’re in a family that’s abusive until something 
happens, but nevertheless you chose that family to learn special lessons in this 
lifetime. And even myself, I have to be very clear about the fact that, you know, 
when I hear these stories and some things that people have gone through are just… 
you couldn’t even print them they’re so unbelievably awful. But I have to step back 
and say: ‘Okay. In this scheme of things, underneath the veil, we are here in a world 
of illusion.’ What we are really experiencing is not what anybody thinks it would be. 
You know, we’re told to get an education, grow up, get married, blah-blah-blah. Well, 
that formula doesn’t work, but nevertheless there’s a lot more than what people 
understand until they get into the spiritual realm and they started experiencing things 
and learning more stuff to apply it to their life. So it’s complicated. 

Darius: Yeah and, I mean, this is the point, you know, if you talk about what works and what 
does seem to work, what does work for people? I mean, that’s a big question. That’s 
what everyone’s asking: ‘What will work for me?’ And I’m getting the sense that what 
will work for you - for everyone here when I say you - is understanding this code, 
understanding these different aspects of how they are wired. I’ve heard you say 
wired from the inside out. What does that mean? 

Joanne: Okay, well first of all let me just confirm what you just said, in that the most important 
journey that you will ever take begins with understanding self. That’s the key to 
everything, okay. Now, when you work with a therapist, they work from the outside 
in. They take the puzzle board, turn it upside down, they take each the pieces, they 
have to identify it, they have to work with it, they have to figure it out before they get 
inside, put it back in the board.  
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 With this program that I’m doing I’m cutting through the chase. In less than hour I 
have just revealed to you what your multidimensional karmic alignment looks like - 
each of your parts, which ones are aggressive, which ones aren’t, what works, what 
doesn’t.  

 So I’m looking at you from the inside out. I’m hitting the core of who you are. I’m 
actually taking you into your control center, turning up the lights and saying: ‘Look, 
this is what you look like on the big screen.’ Then you bring in all of that crapola from 
lessons you bring in from childhood and past lifetimes. It’s a really big mix of stuff/ 
But when you step back and you digest it a part at a time, each component, it makes 
it so much easier to understand what areas you really need to work on.  

 Because I have a lot of clients that are working in the wrong areas. They’re not real 
sure. So getting confirmation that you’re either on track and attagirl/attaguy, keep on 
going, or you really need to fix these items. To me that’s everything. Otherwise, it’s a 
shot in the dark. You’re trying to figure out well, is it working? Is it not working? How 
am I going to fix it? Who do I go to? I mean, you have to know who to go to too for 
help. And that’s what’s so wonderful about your show. You bring in all these 
practitioners who have different modalities. If the listener resonates with that 
individual it’s probably a really good connection. You ask for the teacher, the teacher 
shows up. 

Darius: Right. 

Joanne: And, you know, the products aren’t for everyone. It's just what is appropriate for you. 
And it’s an individualized requirement as to what it is you do or you don’t want to do 
and if you’re going to actually move forward in doing so. 

Darius: Yeah, yeah. I love that. And you mentioned the word that I thought was pretty 
interesting - ‘control center’ - and putting up on a screen. I don’t want to labor point 
but we have certain… I almost want to say like you know like a keyboard of switches 
and like there’s a certain way that we came in, with certain control center apparatus 
and switches, so like we can move the scale of these levers like a big sliding scale, 
but we’re still sometimes within that range. Like for me, no matter how much I try to 
do I’m probably not going to be totally fulfilled and I want to say really feel like I’m 
leading the way or doing some things sort of on the fringe and trying to help people. 
I mean, I could try to hypnotize myself, clear myself. I could do probably every 
modality in the world to try to somehow convince myself that’s not what I’m here to 
do, but I probably wouldn’t be that happy or successful or fulfilled or really living my 
purpose.  

 So what I’ve got to do is understand, okay, I’ve got all these switches. Let’s say in 
this way I’m like this and this way I’m like this, and then there’s these different sliding 
scales. And it’s like how do I navigate all of these and then understand it? And within 
that there’s all sorts of possibilities that I can have, all sorts of ways I can live my life 
that are wonderful and I have freewill over that, but I’ve got to understand how I’m 
wired so I can have that. A lot of people don’t. Is a decent…? 

Joanne: That is correct. 
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Darius: Okay. Yeah, yeah. Okay, I’ve got it. 

Joanne: So, Darius, if we break it down, there’s nothing missing in this report. Your destiny is 
your intellect. You have an emotional desire. You have a personality. You have a 
purpose. You have a midlife goal. Okay, from 45 on do you want to get married, do 
you want to start a business? What’s that look that? You have a person… you know, 
year that energy changes. You have an emotional and physical development area. 
The two go hand-in-hand. These are the broken parts you bring in. 

 You have your opportunities for success and you have your life lessons. So, you 
know, everything 'is different and you have to… Some of the dials are high when 
they should be low and vice versa. 

Darius: Right. 

Joanne: So you need to understand, you know, what that control center... what does the 
panel look like, so you can get a handle on what you’re doing.  

 I can’t imagine… To me this is a prerequisite for all the readings I’ve done. People 
have said: ‘You know what? If I’d only had this before I went into therapy this would 
have taken me a lot sooner to recover from what I had to do. But this was so 
confusing. It took so long.’  

 This is just a system and this goes back to the ancients. They were brilliant and this 
is magical and I’ve been using this for a long time Everybody says: ‘You’re right on 
target.’ 

 Now, you know, if I say something and that person says: ‘No, that’s not quite right,’ 
then I’ve got to ask the question three or four more times before I get the right 
answer from them. It’s because it’s how I ask the question. But, I mean, it’s in black 
and white and it’s pretty darn accurate. I don’t know of anything that would take the 
place of Chaldean numerology, certainly not the others, because they’re not 
accurate. 

Darius: Very powerful. I’ve got another question really fast. I mean, as you’ve done this work 
what are some of the interesting things you’ve seen happened with people? 
Everybody loves… You know, it’s like… I love like in my life like when I finally got to 
what I was supposed to be doing it's like things changed really fast. I was like: ‘Oh, 
my god, success is not that hard. It’s like - boom! Right?’  

 And this happens for a lot of people and they call it being in the right place at the 
right time. But I think it’s a little bit more than that. It’s knowing what you are and 
then being in the right place at the right time and being fully everything you are and 
then it’s like things can happen. Any things you’ve seen where people have been 
able to really bring that into truth and alignment? 

Joanne: Yes, but I would say that mostly when people get fired or something happens with 
the job, the first thing is: ‘Oh my god. How am I going to pay my mortgage? How am 
I going to feed the kids? It’s always the devastation. There are no accidents. If you 
don’t change your life and you’re stuck, the universe says: ‘Okay, I’m going to come 
in and put somebody in your life. I’m going to take them out. I’m going to make a 
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change for you because you can’t do it.’  

 So, whether you get… I can’t tell you how many seriously injured clients I have that 
they’re paraplegic or there’s something that they just really can’t function; they were 
in a really bad accident and then they said: ‘You know what? It’s completely 
changed my life. I was really nasty to people. Now I’m doing something different. I’ve 
changed my whole life.’ It doesn’t matter.  

 Autistic kids that come in here, these are very talented, very intuitive children. 
They’re just packaged a little differently. So because the average person might 
make fun of these kids or whatever, they don’t understand what that child brought in 
in this lifetime. And if a parent has one of these children… They say the same thing: 
what a blessing, what had godsend, it changed my life, I’m a better person for it. , 
happy, I’m doing this, I’m helping other people. 

 So even if it seems negative there’s always good outcome from it and you do have 
freewill and choice, but if you can’t make that choice, look out, the universe is going 
to say: ‘Okay, it’s time for me to step in.’ 

Darius: You know, I want to say this: for people that have felt like… You know, Teresa just 
wrote in: ‘This is exactly me. This is what happened to me.’ For people that have 
maybe felt like they’ve always been different – which is definitely me… That’s how I 
feel and I’m probably… you know, we’ve all factored together, so probably many of 
you. Or feel like, you know, you don’t always fit in with the crowd you’re in or certain 
situations. You always feel like there’s something bigger to do or something 
important that’s going to happen in your life and you’re always like waiting for it or 
you’re always kind of restless and wondering, okay, am I in the right place? Am I 
doing the right thing? Do I need to be somewhere else? 

 If these are the questions you have, this is the type of thing that I know in my heart 
from what I’ve learned from it can help you tremendously. If you’re tired of feeling 
guilty, of like: ‘Oh, I have this feeling like I’ve got to be doing something more than 
I’m doing now or I really need to be in this place or doing this thing,’ this is also 
something can be very help for you to understand what that really is and what that 
really may look like for you, what kind of role that looks like for you. 

 So, Joanne, for people that are looking for that, tell me a little bit about some of your 
deeper work and what you put together for us. I mean, you’ve done this many times 
here and the results have been staggering as people come back. Tell us a little bit 
more about that deeper work. 

Joanne: Well, one of the things that’s really important is it seems to be… I mean, everyone 
wants the same thing, right? They want to be loved, they want to be successful. 
They want security and all that stuff, but, you know, with the world upside-down, 
right side out, is not always easy to attain that, especially if you’ve lost your job and 
you’re older and you’re to scratch a living again. 

 So the most important thing is to stay out of fear and to communicate what it is you 
need and what you don’t need. There are so many clients, so many stories, and I 
think the biggest, most important scenario for me… This report is so unique because 
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you can use it for personal development, you can do it for partner selection, you can 
use it for relationships, compatibilities, life experiences. I mean, it covers everything. 
So if a client comes to me and says: ‘I’m having a problem in communications in a 
relationship and it’s going south,’ then I would do the two reports and do a 
comparative analysis on both of them and I’ll see what the hot buttons on... what’s 
happening, what isn’t happening, so they can communicate better. 

Darius: Okay. 

Joanne: So when both the couple is on the radio, or rather in the consultation, and he’ll say: 
‘Honey, why didn’t you tell me that? And she’d say: ‘Well, honey, I didn’t know that.’ 
You know, its communications, and if you can’t express yourself because you avoid 
confrontation… It all goes back to that one. 

Darius: Yeah, yeah. 

Joanne: So, you know, I could tell you a lot of different stories but it’s all the same. It’s unique 
to the individual and what the individual wants to accomplish. This is tool of choice 
as far as I’m concerned because it covers everything uniquely to that individual for 
what it is that they want to improve on. 

Darius: And we’re talking about partner selection, careers, life experience, compatibilities, 
relationships, communication, personal development. And the really the cool thing is 
this is the science of you. I heard you talk when we were talking privately. This is the 
story of everybody in this call. This is you and your story. It’s the most interesting 
story in the world. Your destiny, your soul, emotional desire, your personality, your 
purpose, your midlife goal, your personal year, your emotional development, all of 
that, and the ancients understood this. And this is based on sound vibrations and 
energy and much, much more. Very, very powerful.  

 Well, let me do this: I want to share a lot of interesting things here on this page 
actually. Quite a bit of things. It is at www.youwealthrevolution.com/joanne2013. 

 Joanne, on this page there’s a lot. 

Joanne: Well, first of all let me just say that this is a very big file. I mean, it’s 40 pages. It’s a 
lot. It’s very important to know that it takes like about five, six seconds to generate it 
or to bring it up and to be able to download it. It’s crunching numbers and doing 
stuff. It is a PDF so it is, like I said, a large file. I have three different offers based on 
what people have asked me for in the past. 

 The first offer is you can purchase one report for $137. This report was rewritten and 
enhanced from another product that I have that does not require a reading or 
consultation at all. Everything is laid out step-by-step-by-step. It’s rewritten 
differently so that you should be able to understand what it is about yourself that I 
have written. 

 The second product offer is you get two reports for $177. There is no reading that 
comes with that. Now, my recommendation is this: I recommend that if you were to 
choose this one, you generate a chart for your maiden name - your birth name - and 
your current legal name. Those are very important for you to know the differences 
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between the first two.  

 Now, some people come in and say: ‘Well, you know what? I’ve got a husband. I 
have a child.’ So if that’s the case and you don’t want to generate your two, which is 
my recommendation, then you would take the legal name because that’s what you 
have become. After nine years it’s 100%. But if that’s what you’re using you can 
generate that chart and one for a husband or somebody else. So you have an option 
whoever you want these two people to be. 

 Now, the third product offer is for two reports and a 30-minute live reading 
consultation to discuss and answer all of your personal questions. So again it can be 
your two names - if you have two names - or it could be two people’s name or 
whatever you want to do. You have an option either way. 

Darius: Okay. It is as www.youwealthrevolution.com/godcode2013.  

 Item Three is I guess really the best value, which is two reports plus the 30-minute 
reading with you. That is $297. You know, I know last time we did this it really got 
backed up. So if people want the reading with Joanne and personal one-on-one then 
you’ll want to go with Item Three and probably based on, you know, as the large 
number of people that take advantage of this, you want to do it soon rather than 
later, because – right, Joanne? - the sooner that they actually sign up, the quicker 
you can get them scheduled and the sooner they can get the information. 

 So, I mean, we know… Sometimes you're backed up for quite a while. We’ve even 
asked you back and you’ve said: ‘I’m not done. I’ve still got several more weeks. I 
can’t come back for even sometimes months.’  

 So if you want that personal reading it is 297. It’s at 
www.youwealthrevolution.com/godcode2013. And then you can also just get the two 
reports or you can get the one report. 

 And I’ve got to say this: I mean, I think back in my life… just some of the decisions 
that I have made, you know, knowing what I know have been so profitable to me and 
so comforting to me. You know, I remember there was a time when I was always 
like: ‘Oh my gosh, I’ve got to get out. You know, I’ve got to get out of town. I got to 
go do this because I’m just so uneasy.’ And it's because I had this feeling inside like: 
‘Okay, I need to be doing something else' or ‘I shouldn’t have this feeling. I should 
be one of those people that feel this way.’  

 And it’s like I would spend all this money just trying to figure out what was wrong 
with me or get away or go do this or go stay somewhere. Now it’s like I have a lot 
more peace. Like it’s saved me money just because I’m not in any way looking for 
someplace to go to try to figure out the answers. I mean, that’s a big piece.  

 And, you know, you think about things like therapies - and of course if you need it 
that’s great – but it really can be very, very powerful for you, even just to step up in 
your career and have the voice. Very powerful and very life changing.  

 Joanne, one of the things that I mentioned on the page as we put this together was 
you said your name and birthdate actually hold the key to who you are and how 
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you’re wired and this report actually will illuminate opportunities that you need to 
seize to reach your full potential. So when you say opportunities, what do you mean 
by that? Like certain things coming up within certain years of your life that like you 
needed to take advantage of? 

Joanne: Yes, but if you’re not ready for them because you still haven’t done your homework, 
so to speak, and removed the obstacles then the opportunities that are presented 
you might miss some them or maybe you’ll not get the first pinnacle; maybe it’s 
going to be the third one, because, for example, like the woman I was talking about 
is she was very, very ambitious and she waited ten… She was a stay-at-home mom 
for ten years and then she decided she wanted her career. So she put it off. But the 
first two pinnacles, 7, 8 and an 8, which is being very ambitious and making 
money… 

 So the opportunities are there, but again it goes back to your freewill and choice. 
And also I want to mention that the unique part about this new report is, because so 
many people wanted them, I automated the process. So you will actually be given 
an email and a menu to put your own information in to download your own reports, 
which eliminates like 300 or 400 emails right there. So it’s going to be a lot faster for 
me to book the readings and to get you in and give you the information that you’re 
looking for. 

 So this whole new product, which is the first time I’m launching it actually, Darius, on 
your program… 

Darius: Wow. 

Joanne: Is all about automation and providing you with information that’s broken down so any 
individual picking it up should be able to understand it. But there are people that are 
going to say: ‘Well, I don’t want to ask you questions. I want more information.’ 

Darius: Right. Sure. 

Joanne: And that’s when you would buy the third packet, because for a little bit more money 
it gives you the ability to ask those questions and to feel like you’ve got your 
money’s worth. 

Darius: Yeah. And they’re going to get a huge value no matter what they do… 

Joanne: Oh, yeah, yeah. No question. 

Darius: But some people like me… You know, I loved asking: ‘Okay, what does this mean?’ 
And you tell me. You go: ‘Well, yeah, in my expert opinion as a Chaldean 
numerologist this is what this means.’ And I’m like: ‘Oh, wow. Okay. I got it now.’  

 This also gives people the idea on whether they're on track or off track. 

Joanne: Absolutely. 

Darius: That’s what she wrote in here. And I like that. What do you mean by on track or off 
track? Off track for what? Your life plan? How you’re wired? What really sort of 
makes everything resonate?  
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 I think, you know, when people don’t live authentically bad things happen. Our 
finances get sick, our bodies get sick, our relationships get sick, because we’re not 
being us. And so this opening up to us and who we really are and being okay with 
that is really priceless to me because it’s such a world of illusion and falsity and sort 
of five-second sound bite information where we lose sight of the real essence of 
what we are. We can lose sight of that.  

 Tell me about this on track, off track. How would that help from this report? 

Joanne: Okay. This is a really good question. I love it. This is my favorite one. Alright. So if 
you’re reading your report and you say: ‘No, no, no, that’s not me,’ you go through 
and say: ‘No, she’s just off track. She didn’t get it right,’ and all that kind of stuff, it’s 
because (1) you’re either in denial; you can’t confront what you’re reading; you have 
misspelled your name, or you’ve given me the wrong information - now, you put your 
own information, but I ask people to double check - therefore, you’re totally off track.  

 I have a number of clients who actually called me and said: ‘I want a refund,’ 
because they got the report and they couldn’t figure it out. It wasn’t them and I was 
off track. And I said: ‘Just what if for one moment that you were so off track you 
didn’t even recognize who you are or what’s happening in your life and you’ve just 
like checked out?’  

 And every time I’ve made that statement they said: ‘Okay. Fine. Let’s do it anyway.’ 
And after we’re done I’ve had a wonderful email afterwards saying: ‘You know what? 
I cannot believe I was so off track. I just let my life go by. I’ve been in hiding. I 
haven’t made an effort to be social all these years. I really shut my life off.’ 

 So it’s the perception. So part of the report… the first part is an introduction that sets 
the stage and then we get into all the names and birthdate and really what’s it all 
about, and then we talk about other stuff. Then there’s a section that really gets you 
prepared for the expectations if the name doesn’t sound right or the report that 
you’ve got. Again, check the spelling. Are you in denial? 

 So there’s reasons for it. So you are either totally off track and don’t even recognize 
who you are or you’re exactly where you need to be. Like many of these listeners 
when I say it’s confirmation you’re on track… Yes, it doesn’t mean that you have 
accomplished everything. It just means by age cycle you are where you’re supposed 
to be, which is good news because confirmation is everything. 

Darius: Okay. Wow. Alright. So we also have a few other things, some other very cool 
things. There are going to do some bonuses. There’s a download PDF that’s a 
bonus - The Secret To Success By Knowing How You Are Wired From Inside Out. 
That is a bonus that people are going to get. Tell me about that, Joanne. 

Joanne: Yes. Actually I would say is a prerequisite. If you read that first it really prepares you, 
and then you start to read the report and it all flows together and they all make 
perfect sense.  

 I also made a notation in there that most people know who Greg Braden is. He’s the 
author of The God Code. 
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Darius: Yeah, I was going to ask you about that. 

Joanne: Yeah. It took him I think 12, 13 years to write that book. The guy is brilliant to begin 
with. 

Darius: Yes, he is. 

Joanne: And he talks about the DNA is your name and birthdate. It is the code that we’re all 
born with.  

Darius: Wow. 

Joanne: So he’s a scientist and he’s already proven it. And I know for a fact that you can 
trace, like I said, the Chaldean system and you can go back in time and know it’s a 
mathematical formula. It’s based on sound in phonics, and one of the healing 
properties in the universe is energy; it’s sound. 

Darius: Yeah, Greg Braden, a remarkable discovery linking the biblical alphabets of Hebrew 
and Arabic to modern chemistry reveals a lost code, a translatable alphabet and 
concludes the mystery of our origins has lived within us all along. Is this still in the 
lost code, this name and birthday information, the Chaldean numerology? 

Joanne: Yes, it certainly is. 

Darius: Wow. It is at www.youwealthrevolution.com/godcode2013 and you get your choice, 
you know: one report, the two reports, or the two reports plus the very limited 30-
minute private reading with Joanne that is going to fill up very quickly.  

 Wow. Okay. Let’s see. We’ve got another question that just came in. Can outside 
influences affect your number? This is from Marvin. ‘Can this number be affected by 
outside influences or are we pretty much, as we said, wired from the inside out and 
then we can choose the environments we want to be and once we know that?’ 

Joanne: Well, that’s a loaded question, but I would say this: as a child you don’t a choice and 
as an adult if you’re in a bad relationship and you have children and you make a 
sacrifice for the children. It all depends on the circumstances. And the problem is… 
what really gets you stuck is making your decisions that send you backwards. If it’s a 
divorce, then it takes a long time and it’s messy. You’re stuck until you clean house 
and you go forward with it. So it really depends on what that applies to for each 
individual. 

Darius: Okay. 

Joanne: But, yes, environment are factors. I’m dealing with a client right now where she’s so 
talented and she can be so successful, but she’s not making enough money to get it 
where she needs to go. She can’t expand her business because there’s not enough 
finances. Right now she’s got to take care of three people.  

 

 So the circumstances and environment yes, absolutely, will prevent you from doing 
things, and then what happens is then you become angry and upset and that causes 
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dis-ease in a body. So you have to be really, really careful on how you handle a 
situation where you feel like you’re really stuck and you can’t, you know… 
Sometimes you have to chip away at something.  

 Like it took me ten years to get where I am today with numerology. I was a single 
parent raising twin boys and I was left with nothing and I was in the corporate world 
of working 24 hours a day virtually and it took me time to get to where I am. Now this 
is what I do full-time and I love what I do, but the fact remains is… I always say plan 
your escape. So you know where you want to go and you know where you’re stuck. 
Start doing things is a step at a time to get you where you want to go. And 
ultimately, you know, you’ll get to that point in time where you can cut and run from 
one thing and you can move forward with where you want to be. But sometimes it 
takes a little bit longer and definitely you have to be sick and tired of where you are 
to be able to move those boulders forward. 

Darius: Yeah. Very, very powerful. One person said: ‘Thank you so much for your 
magnificent work.’ She’s saying: ‘How do we decide what package we want; if we 
want to just get the Reading One?’ 

 What is in Reading One, what is in Reading Two? Someone’s asking that question. I 
saw that come in. What’s the difference between Option One and Option Two? What 
are the one report versus two reports? 

Joanne: Okay. So it’s the same report, and the reason I did it this way is because there’s a 
lot of confusion with people’s name. If you’re using your birth name… So you only 
have one name and you only want one report, you buy the first one. That’s one 
report for $137. 

 Now, if you’ve had a name change, so you have a birth name and a legal name, you 
would want the package two which for $177. You get the two and you can compare 
it. 

 Now, if you want a little bit more you can take any two reports - it could be a 
husband, it could be children, it could be whatever you want it to be. I’m giving you 
the options instead of me telling you what I think you should do. I’m giving you the 
option. But I did tell you that the recommendation is it really doesn’t serve you to run 
the legal name without running the birth name because you need to see where you 
started to where you have migrated to.  

 So it’s up to the individual to decide what’s most important to them. 

Darius: I see. I see. Okay. Very powerful. And then another person asking: ‘How do I 
know…? What be some reason why I might want the private reading with you?’ And 
I think that’s a big question each person has to answer individually, but from what 
you’ve seen what are some reasons? 

Joanne: Well, because I’m going drill probably deeper – well, I will drill deeper in the 
questions that you’re going to ask me. The questions you’re asking me aren’t 
necessarily in the report and the fact that you’re going to ask me maybe pertains to 
relationship; maybe it pertains to a career.  
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 This is a report about you, but you’re going to be very specific about what you want 
to know from me. And there’s the difference. That is the personal live attention that 
you get that takes care of any type of information that you want to know. 

Darius: Yeah. And I think that the questions that we end up asking when we really 
understand ourselves are even deeper than what we could ask beforehand. 

Joanne: They’re very deep. 

Darius: So having Joanne there to really look at it all and spend 30 minutes looking at your 
story, your code, and then answering any question you have is very priceless. I 
mean, in my life my goodness. I’m glad about the way everything worked but I would 
have loved to have had this sooner because it would have, I think, hopefully, you 
know… It could have gotten me here a lot faster. But, you know, I don’t have 
regrets. 

 But for people they don’t have time. Some people don’t want to wait, or some people 
are in a job they don’t like or not earning enough. Abundance seems to be a big 
issue this season with a lot of people as things are changing in the economy. I know 
we talked about this last time. How important is this for people that really are having 
an abundance challenge? 

Joanne: Well, it’s very important to understand what’s the clog; what’s preventing you from 
moving forward. Another reading I recently did... this woman had three 8s in her 
chart and I said: ‘Wow, you've got to be making megabucks.’ She said: ‘Oh, no, I’m 
not making at all. I don’t know what’s wrong.’ And when we pulled everything apart 
that she was telling me on a personal level - the family situation and this and that 
and everything else – it's like well you made a decision to stay with your 
grandchildren to help out your daughter, so that took you away from making income. 

 Now, for one person maybe $100,000 a year is exciting and for another person they 
said: ‘No, I’ve got to have a quarter of a million dollars.’ So you have to decide what 
it is that you need for you, because for each individual that number is going to go up 
or down. But again it goes back to your freewill and own choice. It goes back to 
communications. It goes back to not avoiding confrontation.  

 All of those are holding people back from the freedom that they really need to be 
who they are, to be able to explore where they want to go in time and to very much 
understand what they look like from the inside out.  

 I mean, that is a prerequisite. I’ve done more than enough readings to tell you. 
These are international readings. These are readings of people from all walks of life. 
These are celebrities. And it’s no different. Everybody wants to be love. They want 
security. And everything that everybody wants - the joy, the love, the success and all 
that stuff - you’re no different than me or anyone else. 

Darius: Right, right. 

 

Joanne: But how you arrive at it is a different story. And if you are in fear - which most people 
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are - then that closes all your doors down until you get sick and tired of being sick 
and tired. Do you see what I’m saying, how the routine just keeps…? 

Darius: Right. 

Joanne: You know, it’s like a domino effect. You take care of one, you take care of two, and 
before you know it you have arrived. 

Darius: Yeah. And there’s 25 as I’m looking at it. There’s 25 different areas - destiny, 
intellect, soul, heart’s desire, personality, purpose, midlife goal, personal year, 
birthday to birthday, first birthday cycle, second birthday cycle, third birthday cycle, 
first minor challenge, second minor challenge, third minor challenge, main challenge 
from birth to death in this life, first pinnacle, second pinnacle, third pinnacle, fourth 
pinnacle, and then the soul quality one, two, three, four, five, six, seven and eight.  

 It’s just a tremendous amount of very digestible pertinent life information that is just 
astounding, just astounding. Joanne, thank you for being here. This is amazing. I 
know spaces are already filling up. Any thoughts or any final things that you want to 
share? 

Joanne: Yes. We’re back to fear. Fear will close all your doors while desire will open them. 
To get something you’ve never had or you want you have to do something you’ve 
never done. You have to make an effort in a new direction. No risk, no gain. And I 
don’t believe that… There are no accidents in life; merely opportunities for more 
enlightenment. It’s just your attitude going through it obviously.  

Darius: Yeah. 

Joanne: And effort is like that. It takes in order to move forward in your life. Those are really 
what I live around. And most of the people that I do readings for they’re really stuck 
on those categories. So it’s really, really important to know how you’re wired from 
the inside out.  

 And as far as your partner goes, as far children goes, you should really know what 
the blueprint is for your children so can be a better influence and be more positive 
and know what areas that they need help in before they become a teenager and out 
of control. I mean, you can use this for everything. Baby-naming, business-naming, 
you name it. But personal development is the number one issue for most people.  

Darius: And, you know, as I remember we did this for my kids too actually. 

Joanne: We did. 

Darius: You generated for my two boys. And I went back before this call and looked at those 
charts and it is amazing how they have mirrored, those two kids as I’m seeing them 
and understanding them so I can be a better dad, a better father. 

 So very powerful. Very powerful stuff. It’s at 
www.youwealthrevolution.com/godcode2013.  
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 Amazing. Amazing. Joanne, thank you so much for being here and sharing 
everything on this incredible session. 

Joanne: Well, thank you for having me. These are really great people that listen in and 
they’re all ready to take the next step forward to improve their life.  

Darius: They are. 

Joanne: Congratulations. 

Darius: Thank you, thank you. 
 


